
Escape Wife 881 

Chapter 881 I've Told You That I'm Not Different from Any Wife 

How could it be possible? 

Elvis might not believe what Nicole said before. But now that he heard the report from his trusted 

subordinate on the phone, he was totally shocked. 

"What is your relationship with the Order of R?" 

Elvis' voice was deep, but it carried a trace of doubt. 

Nicole did not reply. But just because she remained silent, Elvis became even more alert. 

He hadn't expected that such a weak woman would actually have some connection with the Order of R, 

a terrorist organization oversea. 

The Order of R was notorious, for it was hard to get in. And its members were extremely arrogant. 

Ordinary people simply could not know any of them, and any member would never do anyone else a 

favor easily, unless the person he helped was his trusted confidant or family member. 

However, Elvis couldn't believe that Nicole knew someone in the Order of R. 

The more doubtful Elvis was, the more assured Nicole felt. 

They were stuck in a face-to-face silent stalemate. Neither of them spoke, as if they had something on 

their mind. 

Finally, after about ten minutes, Elvis began to talk. 

"Will you withdraw your men as long as I withdraw the charges against Samuel? And swear to stay away 

from my research base?" 

It seemed that Elvis really cared about this research base. 

Nicole's goal was to save Samuel. 

Elvis had done so much just to win the Green family and Eternal Group back. As for why, Nicole didn't 

know, but she knew that they were definitely useful to him. Now that Elvis compromised for the 

research base, Nicole somewhat understood. To Elvis, that center should be more important than the 

Green family. 

And he was afraid of the Order of R. 

As she figured it out, Nicole nodded. 

"Of course, I've told you that I'm no different from any wife. All I want is to make sure that my husband 

is safe. It would be great if you could fulfill my demand. As for the research base, I'm not interested in it 

at all. As long as you release Samuel, I will withdraw my men immediately. However, Uncle Elvis, please 

don't set us up again. You know, I can make it by the grace of God once, so I can do it twice. At that 

time, it won't be as simple as it is now. " 

Nicole said unhurriedly, but Elvis looked gloomy. 



Right now, he felt terrible as if he had eaten some bad food. A target within reach was gone. And he was 

to blame for it. No one could understand how he felt now. 

"Deal." 

Elvis gritted his teeth and said. 

However, Nicole smiled radiantly. 

"Thank you. Then I may go home and wait for your good news." 

After saying that, Nicole left. 

When Heather saw Nicole come out, he moved aside after confirming that she was fine. 

"Keep an eye on him. Don't let him run away and wait for my news." 

that Elvis cared about that research base more, she still had to have two 

Heather nodded. 

came out, she met 

frowned slightly, pretending to leave without seeing them. But Melissa had good 

home? What a coincidence! I'm going, 

out and stopped 

return to the Green family. If she implicated 

don't you go to your parents' today? I have something to 

saying that, Nicole took out her sunglasses 

it? Are you afraid of me? What do you mean by chasing me to parents' 

Melissa grabbed Nicole's arm. 

"Let go of me!" 

frowned slightly, and she 

can you do to 

making trouble for 

want to throw 

going shopping. Why 

to hang out with an old man like 

on her own initiative. It seemed that she must get in the 

to play the violin. You know, our neighborhood is noisy 



though Nicole was unhappy, she remembered that she was not sure if Samuel could come 

"I see." 

key and opened the 

into the car, Melissa 

car looks really nice. Can you lend it 

even you have to lend your wife? Forget it. If you want a car, 

that, Nicole closed the car door all of 

do you put on airs to me? By the way, if Mom and Dad hadn't carried you back, everything would have 

been mine now. Lending a wife or something? Do you have a wife? Why don't 

Nicole immediately froze. 

and said word by 

bad mood today. She was distracted because what happened with Samuel. Although she had 

temporarily gained the upper hand with Elvis, no one knew better than herself how much pressure she 

had endured. She was simply putting 

irritated Nicole, whose anger instantly rose to 

look, Melissa shrank 

If I want to borrow the car, you won't lend it to me. Doesn't that mean 

"Melissa, get out! Out!" 

Nicole was furious. 

else, Nicole would have already done something to her. However, she was the biological daughter of Mr. 

and Mrs. Bush. Now Melissa was the apple of their eyes. If Nicole really did something terrible, she had 

no idea 

best to 

Melissa was somewhat dumbfounded. 

you talking 

of my car now! Immediately! 

"How dare you!" 

brazen enough to put on 

and now she was repeatedly provoked by Melissa. 

"Nicole, you asshole!" 

fell facedown 



Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 882 Company Was in Trouble 

In fact, ever since Elvis suddenly appeared and the Kent family had that accident, Nicole had an inkling 

that she no long had anything in control. Then something happened to Samuel even before this inkling 

grew into a concrete feeling. 

She had to admit that Elvis moved fast and accurately. That Gerry was already dead, but what about the 

one who was still alive? 

He was like a pair of eyes hidden in the darkness, staring at Nicole and her family all the time. It set 

Nicole on edge. 

After she relaxed for a while, her phone rang again. 

Nicole glanced at it. It was Melissa. Apparently, Melissa got the phone number from her father. 

Without even looking, she blacklisted Melissa's phone number. 

Right now, she was upset about Samuel. She was in no mood to deal with Melissa. 

Then, Nicole restarted the car and drove to the detention center. 

She hadn't eaten much in the morning. After noon, she was not hungry at all. Now that the sun was 

about to set, but there was still no news. Nicole was a little anxious. 

Did Elvis regret it? 

Or did he have new plans? 

Nicole called Heather. Heather told her that Elvis had never come out of the room. 

Lucas also said that although the men from the Order of R had gone away, with some people left 

nearby, Elvis' men could still see them. 

Nicole didn't know what was wrong, but she could only keep waiting. 

However, she did not see Samuel come out. Instead, Jacob's call came. 

"Mrs. Green, where are you?" 

"Is anything wrong?" 

Temporarily, Nicole was reluctant to say anything about Samuel. 

Although such a big accident happened to the Green family, Nicole had blocked the news. And the press 

did not report it, because the senior leaders in the media industry had no intention to make it open. 

Now, Jacob's call made Nicole confused. So she asked directly. 

Jacob hurriedly said, "Mrs. Green, can you get in touch with Mr. Green? Something happened to the 

company." 

"What is it?" 



Nicole's heart skipped a beat. 

can get in touch with Mr. Green, please tell him 

that, Jacob 

what had happened in the company, she heard Jacob's anxious tone and 

looked at the detention center nearby. Her beloved man was inside, but 

come and wait here. Then she drove towards Eternal 

soon as she entered the company, Nicole felt something was 

few shareholders. Nicole looked around and noticed that 

where's Mr. 

did not see Samuel, so 

away. I'm here 

said those 

are you? Don't think that you can do whatever you want just because you are Mrs. Green, you know 

nothing about the company. Do you know how to do business? 

she knew little about the company. Now she was 

could only bravely say, "Samuel is on a business trip. He can't be here. 

company? Who are you? You have no rights to ask us about it. If Samuel can't make it back, can he give 

us a video 

made things harder for 

a little 

her but she does have a stake in our company. She owns 25% of the company. Mr. Green had told me 

that if he was not here, Mrs. Green would have full 

Jacob's words, not only Nicole, but all the shareholders were 

he give away our shares randomly? Furthermore, these shares are not in 

infuriated when he heard 

Nicole was still dumbfounded. 

she get 25% 

to care about Nicole, he hurriedly said to Mr. Bates, "Mr. Bates, Mr. Green has 

Jacob knew that if Nicole could contact Samuel, she 

not interested in the company business, nor was she interested in the management. She did not even 

know 



Mr. Green was not here, Jacob could never let people bully Nicole. This was his 

title, everyone knew that he was Samuel's trusted subordinate since he had been by Samuel's side for so 

Jacob had been protecting Nicole, even if a few shareholders complained about it, they had no choice 

but to suppress all their 

wrong with our lift, and the worker also met with the mishap just on the lift. Someone posted it online 

right after it happened. Although our company's public relations department 

Nicole frowned in worry. 

that such a 

did 

quickly. Now it seemed that 

someone 

were kicked out at the door. Manager 

words, Nicole 

are having a meeting 

Chapter 883 We Don't Need Any Shareholders 

Mr. Bates was intimidated by Nicole's gaze. 

The gaze was so close to that from Samuel. For a moment, he thought that he was speaking to Samuel. 

After spending such a long time with Samuel, Nicole had acquired the same coldness in her eyes as that 

of Samuel. 

Mr. Bates was nervous inside yet sounded confident, "What: Did l say anything wrong? We are all 

shareholders, and we have the right to know everything. When you whispered to Jacob in front of all of 

us, you are causing doubts among us." 

Nicole noticed the flash of guilt in Mr. Bates’ eyes. 

It turned out that there were some things that Mr. Bates was afraid of. 

Nicole turned around and sat on Samuel's seat. 

"Mr. Bates, I don't think I have the duty to tell you what I was talking about with Jacob. Who do you 

think you are? Do you keep more shares of this company than me?" 

Nicole finally understood what was going on here. She was the biggest shareholder in Samuel's absence. 

She could do or say whatever she wanted, with the authority granted by Samuel. 

Mr. Bates was irritated by Nicole's indifferent appearance. He suppressed his anger and said in a low 

voice, "Mrs. Green, please stop being sarcastic under this critical condition." 



"Alright, let me ask you something. After decades since its founding, the Eternal Group must have a full-

fledged PR team. Where is the team now? And what about the senior management? You earn good 

salaries and are expected to do something for the Group. The Eternal Group is not a charitable 

organization. We don't pay those who don't contribute." 

Nicole said the words loudly, which carried a trace of anger. 

She then turned to Jacob, "Jacob, go and sign Manager Benington a paid leave. The company will pay his 

medical expenses. Then go and find out who is held accountable for this accident. Do not leave anyone 

out. Ask the PR team to release an announcement of our solutions to this matter. Call the police to look 

into the accidental death of the worker. Now I need an executive manager to visit the family of the 

worker on behalf of the Group. Take the accidental death policy and the compensation. Any volunteer?" 

Nicole looked around the conference room. 

The shareholders immediately turned their faces away, for fear that Nicole would call their names. 

Nicole snorted. 

"If you are not willing to stand out when the company is in trouble, just keep silent and wait for the 

yearly dividend. When Samuel was in charge, I had never heard so many complaints from you. Some of 

you even did not show up throughout a year. Why do things change now? Are you trying to take 

Samuel's position while he is absent, or do you have something else in mind? You should know the 

company keeps you because Samuel values the difficult times when you weathered with my father-in-

law. That is the only reason he gives you a paycheck without asking you to do anything. As a matter of 

fact, the Green family is able to buy out the shares from all of you. If any of you does not want to stay, 

just say it now and I will buy your shares out. Jacob, write down the names of those who want to quit. 

Even if the Green family does not have enough cash at hand, we can turn to the venture capitals. I think 

our oil mines in East Africa is profitable as well. Take back all the shares. We don't need any 

shareholders." 

The expressions of some shareholders' changed immediately when they heard Nicole's words. 

"Mrs. Green, we never intend to sell our shares out. We had no idea of putting pressure on you, either. 

It was Mr. Bates who asked us here." 

"Yes. Mr. Bates asked us here. We have no idea of what happened." 

The other shareholders put the blame onto Mr. Bates. 

Mr. Bates’ look was not of a pleasure to look at. 

"You are going too far." 

hard Mr. Bates tried, he couldn't convince 

we have reached an agreement, does anyone have anything to say about my 

have no 

are loyal to the Green family, Samuel would not throw you away. But if 

knew who Nicole 



woman, would not be able to handle the situation. However, after seeing her calmness 

angrily with 

Nicole felt a headache. 

look good, Jacob whispered to her, "Mrs. Green, I will go to visit the worker's family. They are not 

emotionally stable now. I am the perfect choice to deal with it when Mr. Green is absent. 

Leave it to me. Olivia and Booth need 

rubbed her temples and stood 

is the most important job for you. When you left, is anyone else 

a moment 

be back soon. Everything will be fine here. What concerns me the most right now is the safety of Olivia 

and Booth. Uncle Elvis attacked the Green family all of a sudden and made things difficult for Samuel. 

Although we are not prepared for it, we know what is going on and what will happen. But I think things 

are much more complicated now that they attacked the Kent family for no reason. It was not that easy. 

Now that only Olivia and Booth are left alone at the Kent's, you had better stay with them all 

unknown reasons, 

Nicole said, Jacob paused for a moment and hesitated, "But it could be dangerous when 

someone else to go with me. Just go back 

"Alright." 

started to get worried after hearing Nicole's 

the Green family for many years. Even when Nicole's father-in-law was alive, Elvis had been creating 

troubles for some time. It was very likely that he repeated it again. But Nicole made a point. Why 

with the Kent family. Why did Elvis target the Kent family and kidnapped Olivia's father. There must be 

something 

Olivia and Booth were facing 

Jacob rushed out directly. 

and checked Booth's legs and how Olivia was doing right now. 

was responsible for all of this, 

was 

a 

found that someone transferred money from the 

Nicole was shocked. 

"What happened?" 



an overseas account. The amount is quite large, more 

Nicole trembled. 

overseas account? Can you track down the 

virtual bank account. Usually, such transfers are made for money laundering. Mommy, they are skilled 

rubbed 

are 

told exhaustion from Nicole's 

accident. Now that the company 

transfer the money to another 

"Be careful." 

were some things 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 884 I Want You to Pay with Your Life 

"I heard about what had happened. It is a trap. It is hard to tell whether it was an accident when a 

person fell off from such a high elevator. You should not go. Also, you should check if that worker is 

contractual. If yes, he should be covered by accident insurance. Contact the insurance company 

immediately. I will go to the construction site on behalf of you." 

It was Jason. 

Nicole felt touched at his words. 

"Uncle Jason, I know you are trying to help me, but I have to face it by myself. Neither you nor 

grandfather should step in. I believe that it is a trap set up by Uncle Elvis and the other man, and it is all 

about the Green family. If both Samuel and I fail, you can step in by then. But now it is not the time. I do 

not want to get you in trouble. I am afraid that if you step in too early, there will be no one to help us 

later." 

Nicole's words surprised Jason. 

Although what Nicole said was reasonable, he still feel uneasy if Nicole went to the site by herself. 

"I will go with you. I don't think they could so powerful that they can get the Don family involved." 

"They are not influential, but could get Samuel detained. And they are able to keep you and grandpa 

away from this matter. All this has said much about them. Uncle Jason, I will watch out. Do not worry 

about me." 

Nicole's words depressed Jason somewhat. 

"But you are pregnant..." 



"It is destiny as for whether the baby could come to us or not. It would be the best if he could make it; if 

not, we could do nothing about it. Now that our company is in trouble, I cannot just wait at home for 

other people to rescue my husband and save the company. It is not my style. I understand that I am not 

good at running business as a designer. But it is a matter of attitude if I choose to get away from the 

challenges. I will be careful, Uncle Jason. Just go back home." 

Nicole smiled at Jason. It was a firm and stubborn smile. 

Jason's heart ached, but he could not insist anymore. 

"Alright. If you need anything, call me. Remember that the Don family is behind you. We will never leave 

you alone under any circumstance." 

"I will keep that in mind." 

Nicole smiled again and got into Zac's car. 

When the car started, Nicole took out her phone and called the construction company. 

"Did the worker that was dead have accident insurance?" 

The company manager was stunned and then answered, "No, he is a temporary worker and had only 

been here for a few days. Mrs. Green, I am so sorry. We did not check everything carefully. We..." 

"Do not say it. You are not expecting this to happen either. Besides, we still have no clue what happened 

exactly. What the situation is now there?" 

Nicole raised the question quickly. 

chase them away. It is a deadlock now. I also feel that someone raised the conflict deliberately. All the 

other workers are so annoyed that we are afraid that there will be a riot. Mrs. Green, maybe you should 

send someone 

situation, but she did not expect it 

a deep breath, "I have to show up. Nobody else could take care of it. I will 

that, Nicole hung up the 

you have any information 

"Yes." 

passed the worker's information to 

cannot believe what she 

she met 

arcade later, it was already 

it had nothing to do with Gerry 

Nicole's expression was depressed, Zac asked immediately, "Mrs. Green, what's wrong? Is there 



It is a very serious 

he had no place to live at. But he was married and had two children. Now that he had died in 

and rubbed her temples. They arrived at the construction 

"Mrs. Green, we arrived." 

to the workers, or the security guards 

door and got off. 

it is too dangerous here. 

Zac suggested. 

her head, "There is no need. Petty is looking after the children. I do not want Joseph and Zoe to know 

about the situation 

walked towards the 

"Everyone, stop arguing. Mrs. Green is here. Let us listen to 

company's construction site. Where were 

Another person quickly retorted. 

there were too many people to 

to Nicole when they saw 

this matter? Is it 

bitter questions, Nicole gradually understood the 

let everyone know that Samuel 

not show up in the first place, many people were concerned. If anyone saw that Samuel was released 

from the detention center, it would be impossible to hide the fact that Samuel caused a person's 

and the public would continue to find out the reason Samuel was 

Elvis was good 

situation, he still designed all 

matter could be negotiated. As long as the Green family's attitude was sincere, everything could be 

settled. Now she 

Nicole frowned. 

"Call Ernesto and tell him not to wait outside the detention center. Do not do anything when Samuel 

comes out. Also, tell Ernesto to pay attention to the media around the detention 

Chapter 885 This Joke Is Not Funny at All 

"Ah!" 



Seeing this scene, the crowd could not help but scream. Nicole seemed to be awfully frightened, 

standing upright blankly to watch the dagger coming towards her chest. 

Mrs. Mead was obviously ruthless. Many people even thought that Mrs. Mead had been waiting here all 

the time with the pure intention of witnessing the Green family's manager do this. 

Some people wanted to pull Nicole, but they were afraid of getting hurt. 

Nicole sobered up at the most urgent moment. She screamed and attempted to turn around, yet Mrs. 

Mead's dagger directly stabbed in her left chest. 

Crimson blood sprayed out immediately. 

"She's killed!" 

Some people screamed out at once. 

The news media were also stunned and hurriedly started shooting. 

When Zac heard the voice, his heart involuntarily skipped a beat. 

He bulled his way through the crowd in a hurry and rushed in. He saw that Mrs. Mead had already 

pulled out the dagger, with crimson blood sprayed on her face in a extremely ferocious way. She did not 

even pause to stab the dagger at Nicole again. 

Nicole held Mrs. Mead's hand tightly with both of her hands, but she was somewhat powerless. The 

veins on her forehead became obvious while she watched the dagger slowly approaching her. 

"Mrs. Green!" 

Zac stepped forward all of a sudden and kicked away the dagger in Mrs. Mead's hand. Then, he quickly 

held Nicole in his arms. 

Nicole became extremely weak. 

The blood was continuously stimulating everyone's eyes. 

Mrs. Mead got up in a hurry after she was kicked over, as if she could not feel the pain. Once again, she 

headed towards Nicole. 

"A life for a life! You rich people should pay with your life!" 

Zac knew how important Nicole was to Samuel, and he also knew how important Nicole was to the 

Green family. Now Nicole was pregnant, yet she was injured before his eyes. How could he explain this 

to Samuel? 

Hearing Mrs. Mead shouting crazily at this moment, Zac lifted his leg and kicked her again. 

"You're courting death!" 

Everyone shivered at the sight of Zac's ruthlessness. 

At this moment, Nicole fainted from excessive bleeding. 

"Dead! Mrs. Green is dead!" 



Someone shouted. It was explosive, like a drop of water dripped into a pot of oil. 

Who was Nicole? 

wife and the 

was an accident at the construction site, Nicole was not the backstage manipulator. Therefore, almost 

Samuel would react fiercely after hearing about this, and they were even more afraid that the entire 

Zac was terribly stunned. 

ambulance. Perhaps she 

"Yes, call an ambulance!" 

up all of a sudden and turned on his phone at once so as to 

Green, wake up. Hold on! You have a baby in your 

quivered 

A baby? 

Samuel's baby! 

had killed 

Mead laughed loudly 

for my husband's life!It's 

them in the Green family's dungeon. Let's wait for 

seem to have any intention of running away. She 

Mead's two children were awfully frightened, and 

there to cry about? Stop 

that these two 

had their own opinions, but no one said 

into the ambulance which 

to go live without 

tightly furrowed his brows when he 

up the phone 

Why haven't your shills exposed in the mess that Samuel is in the detention house? How did these turn 

the scene. Nicole had been stabbed before our people had the chance the take any action. Haven't you 

told me that she was as skillful at fighting as Samuel? Why did she fail 



Nicole was stabbed, the plan fell through. At the thought of this, Gerry was about 

Suddenly, Elvis was enlightened. 

really cruel. She is so cruel to herself! Isn't she afraid that she 

do you 

Gerry was slightly stunned. 

be finished off. If Jamar's wife stabs Nicole to death at that time, it would kill two birds with one stone. 

Today, however, Nicole did not give the media any time to ask questions. Instead, she boldly went to 

Jamar's wife and went straight to the point, saying that she would like to compensate them, which 

makes it 

to go, 

words, Elvis’ brows 

if 

this, Gerry was 

you saying that Nicole had asked someone to get rid of our people while 

out our plan? Nicole did nothing more than showing 

a 

a woman like Nicole sent him 

went to investigate in a 

that the ambulance had pulled out, Nicole abruptly opened her eyes right as the doctor and the nurses 

were about to perform first 

Chapter 886 Mr. Green, You Dropped Your Stuff 

"Steve of the Shaws." 

Nicole said with a smile, while her words stunned Zac again. 

"Steve of the Shaws?" 

Zac looked at Nicole with a little admiration. 

"Mrs. Green, when did you contact Edwin? I thought you had been very busy." 

"I can do anything as soon as I want." 

Nicole said nothing more. 

She lay in the ambulance for a rest. 



The ambulance fell into silence for the moment, yet the doctor and the nurses were all glad that Nicole 

was not their opponent, because they were already filled with apprehension after hearing of the 

internal strife between the wealthy people. 

The ambulance soon arrived at the hospital. Nicole was carried off and sent to the emergency room as 

soon as possible. 

Zac was contacting someone. It seemed that Nicole was seriously injured, so Jacob quickly contacted 

Samuel. 

The news media had also arrived. After all, no one dared to treat Nicole shabbily considering her 

identity. 

As for Samuel, originally he had been released, yet he received a note asking him to come out an hour 

later. 

He was a little confused, but he still followed this instruction as the note was handwritten by Nicole. 

To be honest, the fact that Samuel was able to leave the detention center already could prove his 

influence. Therefore, as long as Samuel gave the staff here some benefits, they would naturally allow 

Samuel to sit here for an hour longer without asking the reason. 

The news media outside waited for more than half an hour with no gain. They even witnessed Ernesto 

went away by his car. At this time, at the sound of the news that Nicole had been stabbed, all of them 

hurried to the hospital with cameras on their shoulders. 

"Who told us that there's big news here? Where's the big news? Something happened to the Green 

family's construction company while we were foolishly waiting here. I think someone was playing with 

us on purpose." 

Some reporters began to complain. 

When the other reporters heard this, they all felt that this was the case and left anxiously. However, 

there were still two or three reporters who wanted to wait here to see if there really was some big 

news. Ernesto entered the detention center through from another entrance. 

"Mr. Green, Mrs. Green asked me to pick you up." 

Samuel frowned slightly when he saw that Ernesto did not came from the main door. 

"Where did you come from?" 

"The back door." 

"There's a back door here?" 

Samuel looked at the policeman beside him. 

The policeman said dejectedly, "That door is for special people only. Let alone us, even our director 

might be unqualified to walk that way. Mr. Green, you are indeed very influential." 

Samuel frowned. 



Naturally, he was clear about his influence, but he had not arranged all this. Could Nicole be behind this? 

However, Nicole would not know about his interpersonal network. 

Neither the Dons nor the Shaws had the right to do so, then why would Nicole make such an 

arrangement? 

you know who's behind 

"The 158 organization." 

a little 

Mrs. Green associated with the 158 

After all, even the higher-ups might have to ask the 158 organization for help sometimes. This 

organization is both righteous and evil. It does not belong to any country, but it possesses the most 

sophisticated computer hacking technology in the world. It even possesses various high-end technology 

licenses. Therefore, the 

that the person who was able to connect with 

woman really surprised 

Knowing that it was arranged by Nicole, naturally, 

office. The meaning of going out from the director's office 

Ernesto hurriedly said, "Mr. Green, Mrs. Green was stabbed at the construction site and is currently in 

the hospital for emergency 

"What did you say?" 

a sudden, with his phone fallen to 

"What happened?" 

and he said that the higher-ups of the company did not dare to get involved into this issue due 

on hearing this, which made 

said, "Zac is keeping Mrs. Green company. However, it has been almost an hour since they entered the 

emergency room, and several bags 

tightly clenched 

I'm going to change into a new set 

brought up 

you go to the hospital 

be fine. Besides, I am wearing the same clothes as I did before the accident, and there are also some 

pleats, wrinkles and traces, which might be somehow suspicious. What did 

were on a 



Samuel's eyes dimed somewhat. 

go back to change 

drove directly back to the 

drink water after turning off the computer, and his 

"Samuel, welcome back." 

touched Lucas’ head and whispered, "You must have had a hard time. Thank 

the one who has done the most. I've just been typing 

at Lucas' 

Nicole had contact with the 158 organization, but she would not be able to get in touch with the 

organization without Lucas' help. That was why 

protected by 

expect to see a favorable turn, which also let him notice 

express my gratitude 

rest. 

plan. But now the continuous computer switching of high-intensity caused him a terrible 

heartache, "Go to relax 

"OK." 

then did Lucas turn around 

a clean set of clothes. Then he went downstairs, only to see Lucas sitting on 

to cooperate with your mommy. You can stay at home. Call me if you need anything. Also, if you're 

hungry, ask Wendy to cook 

Samuel instructed. 

nodded slightly, he 

see your mommy together? It's not time yet. Listen 

looked at Samuel and hesitated to speak. In the end, he gave Samuel something and said sullenly, "Take 

that, he really stood up and 

He looked at the stuff in his 

to the 

paper in his pocket and walked 

but ever since Samuel saw it, 



dare to ask, and he directly drove Samuel to the 

Samuel show up, they automatically stood on two sides 

Don't Try to Escape, My Wife! 

Chapter 887 Thank God I Had a Strong Heart 

When Samuel returned from the outside, Zac had already come back. However, Zac's expression was 

not very good. Samuel did not say anything but sit down on the chair in the corridor. 

The reporters were still waiting. 

Samuel looked so grim that no one dared to utter a word. 

As for Elvis, he knew that something must have gone out of his control, as the reporters waiting at the 

entrance didn't see Samuel there. But Samuel had already been released. 

"Gerry, go pack up. Let's get out of here." 

Elvis had no choice but to leave this place. 

Although Nicole was now between life and death, the fact that she could get people from the Order of R 

to find Elvis’ own research base had already sent him jitters. Worse still, Samuel had been released. Elvis 

knew that he could send Samuel to jail only because Samuel was caught unprepared. However, this was 

Samuel's territory. Given that Samuel was now distracted by Nicole's condition, Elvis thought it was the 

best time for him to leave. 

However, Gerry was somewhat unreconciled. 

"Dad, if we leave now, all our efforts will go down the drain. Besides, what about the stuff we want..." 

"It's still there, and I don't think Samuel knows anything about it. Otherwise, he would have already 

taken it out. We can't stay here now. Son, everything I did was for you. If something bad happened to 

you, I don't know what I can do for the rest of my life. So pack your things right now. I'll see you at the 

airport." 

After Elvis hung up the phone, he looked at the door outside. 

It was Heather and the others. 

Elvis knew they were skilled, but he smiled contemptuously. 

If he wanted to leave the Technology Center, just walking through the gate was impossible. 

Elvis came to the window and looked down. There were lines of cars below. This was the 13th floor, and 

getting out from here wouldn't be easy. However, if he went down to the 12th floor and took the 

elevator from there, it would probably do the trick. 

Thinking of this, Elvis opened the window and jumped over. 

He jumped from the balcony on the 13th floor to the one on the 12th floor. Fortunately, it was attached 

to an empty room. 



Elvis smoothed his suit and took the elevator from the 12th floor. 

And Heather knew nothing about it. 

After Gerry hung up the phone, he felt unreconciled no matter how he thought about it. 

He came back to the Seapolis City to take over from Samuel and take control of everything here. And 

now he had to leave with none of the above accomplished. He was really pissed off. 

Gerry thought for a moment, but he still chose not to follow Elvis’ words. He took a taxi to the Green's 

alone. 

When the security guard at the Green's saw Gerry, he was slightly stunned and stood straight 

subconsciously. 

"Mr. Green." 

"Yes." 

Gerry nodded and walked into the Green's fair and square. 

There were only Wendy and Lucas in the house. When Gerry walked in, Lucas just opened his room door 

and was hurrying to the bathroom. He was surprised at the sight of Gerry. 

"Samuel? Why are you back? Where's my mommy?" 

Gerry was a little surprised, too. 

This was the first time he had seen Lucas in person. Although he had seen him in the photo, this close 

observation made him somewhat excited. 

back to 

"Okay." 

yawned 

Gerry frowned a little. 

stake. How could her son still look so calm and relaxed? Was it because Samuel 

sure. But thinking of what he wanted, he quickly went up to the study on 

after Lucas closed the door, 

kid quickly took out his phone from one of his sleeves and sent a message to 

"Samuel, where are you?" 

happened to be holding his phone at the moment. He was slightly surprised at Lucas' message. 

"You're in the hospital?" 

"What's wrong?" 

noticed that Lucas' reaction was a 



instantly, "There is a man who looks exactly like you at home. Do you 

Samuel was slightly stunned. 

"Gerry? 

Gerry 

he certainly did not know that there 

of yourself. I'll send 

"Alright." 

his sleeves and flushed the toilet. Then he went out of the bathroom 

upstairs and found that the door of the study seemed to be unclosed. Thinking of the study room as 

Samuel's 

you see 

rubbed his eyes, 

Gerry's searching immediately stopped. 

of the study and saw Lucas standing right there. Thankfully, 

is 

on a smile and said, "You should know where it 

before yesterday. I don't know where she put it. Please help me find 

and said, "Go ask Wendy. I'm in the middle of something 

Gerry intended to nudge Lucas 

did not struggle either. He only turned around touching Gerry with his hand 

his room, 

What a close call! 

No. 

identity would be exposed sooner or later. However, he didn't know that Lucas had already sensed 

something 

didn't have 

Samuel knew this. 

pity that the man in 

man were his dad, how come they had different 



Anyway, Lucas quickly turned on the computer. A live camera view appeared on the computer, and he 

could clearly 

and bookshelves. Lucas had no idea of what he 

The kid frowned slightly. 

he seems to be 

picture and sent 

Since he was communicating with her son via Twitter, others did not know what Samuel was 

"Looking for something? 

want from the Green 

but still, he sent a message 

he wants to leave, let him go. Don't follow him, alright? I'll take care of 

reply, 

"Alright." 

Chapter 888 Mine Is Yours 

"Jacob, what's going on?" 

Samuel unlocked the phone and put himself on speakerphone. 

Jacob whispered, "Mr. Green, Elvis disappeared." 

Nicole's face cracked into a smile. 

"He can't never run away from us. Check who he contacted and go find him." 

"Yes, madam." 

Jacob would certainly listen to Nicole. Though Samuel hadn't said anything, Jacob knew that Samuel 

would do the same. 

After hanging up the phone, Samuel looked at Nicole, smiling faintly, "Somehow I feel like I don't know 

my wife. How did you become so powerful anyway?" 

"I'm not powerful. I just happen to know someone." 

Nicole knew that it was time for her to confess. 

She tried to sit up, and Samuel promptly placed the pillow behind her so that she could lean comfortably 

against it. 

Nicole held Samuel's hand and whispered, "I didn't mean to lie to you. It's just that I didn't think it was a 

big deal. Besides, I didn't have many opportunities. It was just a one-time favor." 

"What was it, exactly?" 



"It all starts with Lucas." 

Nicole paused for a moment and began to talk. 

"Lucas has been interested in computers since he was little. I didn't notice this at that time. It was Allen 

who discovered it. He said that if the kid really liked it, he would invite a teacher to teach him. Either 

way, it would be good for Lucas." 

After saying this, Nicole sensed that Samuel's expression turned somewhat gloomy. She knew that this 

man might be jealous again. 

"Come on. It's all history now. Lucas and I are now with you. Doesn't that mean more to you?" 

"But I have missed a lot of your precious memories. And Allen was 

was too complicated. She really didn't know 

way, don't we? I 

"You think?" 

"Of course." 

words, Samuel 

"Do you want to me to continue 

Sorry. You 

sat there like an obedient kid 

continued, "The teacher Allen found for Lucas was very skilled. Later on, we found out that he was a 

hacker 

Does that mean Allen knows people 

immediately thought of 

Nicole shook her head. 

Family for this favor. So I made an agreement with the 158 organization. When Lucas turned 10 years 

old, we would then see if he was still interested. So it was not I but Lucas 

the 158 organization at one go. Only then did 

a surprise! I didn't expect that my son would be valued by the 158 organization. This means that he is 

we have nothing to worry about. Only because you got into trouble did Lucas contact the people from 

the 158 organization. This would put pressure on those higher-ups. After all, many important figures in 

the world rely on the 158 organization. So for this reason, the higher-ups wouldn't hold you down too 

much. Thanks to that, I also got a 

coughed and said somewhat awkwardly, 

no idea that one can know some foreign terrorists 



Samuel thought of the cruelty and unscrupulousness of the Order of R, he became slightly nervous and 

worried. He didn't expect that his wife could know such 

for him. I agreed. Not until he paid me did I find out that he was the leader of the Order of R. But it was 

already too late. Since I saved him, he said that he owed me a favor, and if I ever had to ask him, just 

called him. However, there was only one chance. After using it, the two of us would be even. For all 

these years, I didn't ask the favor and almost 

words, Samuel felt 

worry. Even if the Order of R want something from you, I will make sure that you and the children are 

Nicole did not want to ask now. She confessed what she should have confessed and finally felt 

didn't mean 

seems that if I don't work hard, I'll be left behind by you 

done well enough. And it was Lucas' credit, not mine. By 

was Nicole's biggest 

fact that Elvis disappeared meant that he definitely had another plan. If this was not 

smiled, "Just leave this to me. You've done well 

and things like that. I don't know much about these. However, Elvis is very optimistic about this research 

base, so he has been focusing on this in recent years. After Lucas found the location, I asked the Order 

of R to surround the research base, which forced Elvis to drop the lawsuit. However, he probably didn't 

want to be restrained by me, which might explained the incident of Jamar falling to his death. I think he 

must have asked Gerry to say something to Jamar's wife, asking her to stab me. If I die, then no one will 

be able to restrain him. And no one can stop what he wants to do. But Jamar's wife was probably too 

nervous, and I took control of the situation as 

Chapter 889 Welcomed Home, Samuel 

Seeing Samuel come out, Ernesto stepped forward immediately. 

"Mr. Green, where are we going?" 

"You stay here with Mrs. Green and keep her safe. Got it?" 

Samuel was serious. 

Ernesto paused and then nodded immediately. 

After being promoted by Nicole, Ernesto was loyal to her, especially when Zac was on duty now. As 

Nicole's only bodyguard for the moment, Ernesto felt particularly honored. 

"Mr. Green, I will protect Mrs. Green with my life." 

"Thank you." 

With that, Samuel left. 



Samuel drove alone, and no one dared to follow him. 

Samuel returned to the Green's in no minutes. A man who looked exactly like Samuel was looking for 

something in the study. Samuel was not sure how Lucas was doing. 

The guards were confused when he saw Samuel. Didn't Mr. Green enter the house not long ago? When 

did he come out? 

"Hurry up. Close all the doors. No one is allowed to open the door without my code. I'm going to deal 

with another ME." 

Samuel looked stern and grim, shocking the guards who then knew that the man in front of them was 

the real Mr. Green. 

Did it mean that the person who went inside earlier wasn't Mr. Green? 

Although the guards were confused, they followed the order immediately. 

Samuel drove in, got out of the car, and locked it up. 

Gerry heard a sound in the study. He looked down from the French window and saw Samuel coming 

back. 

Damn it! 

Gerry hadn't found what he wanted, and he was going to bump into Samuel soon. What should he do? 

Gerry thought of Lucas the next moment. 

Yes! 

Gerry could have a firm hold over Lucas to oppress Samuel. 

What Samuel cared about the most were his children. If Gerry got Lucas on hold, he wouldn't be afraid 

that he couldn't get out. 

Thinking of this, Gerry hurried to the door of the study room to go to Lucas. However, Gerry didn't 

notice that someone had splashed oil outside the study room. 

As soon as Gerry got out of the door, he stepped on the oil and immediately fell to the ground. 

"Alas!" 

but he was a far away from 

heard Lucas' 

you need any 

"Of course." 

of hope at the sight of Lucas. In Gerry's opinion, Lucas was a child after all, and he might not be able to 

tell who 

and said, "Help Daddy 



still reached out to 

held Lucas' hand and tried his best to get up, 

of this, Gerry 

Lucas pulled Gerry, flung Gerry out over his 

Gerry was dumbfounded. 

saw Lucas’ mocking smile in midair, he was greatly shocked. Unfortunately, it was 

the corridor heavily and slid forward because of the 

"Oh no!" 

handrail, but some barbs were there. Just as Gerry grabbed it, the barbs pierced into his palm. Gerry 

screamed in 

oil, Gerry fell 

down the stairs on the first floor, but before he came to his senses, Samuel put his feet directly 

"Is it fun?" 

but Gerry trembled with fear when seeing 

my mission is done. I'll 

to clean off 

OK 

Gerry realize that he had been set up 

that possible? Lucas 

stand to 

that he didn't crack, so how did 

head as he couldn't put up with Gerry who looked stupid. Lucas came to Gerry and said, "You put your 

neck into the noose, so there's no one to blame but yourself. Mommy and I were thinking about where 

to find you, 

"What?" 

Gerry was bitterly confused. 

look exactly the same as Samuel, and I haven't talked to you 

baffled Gerry the 

"First, I never call Samuel Daddy. I only call him by his name. Second, Samuel knows that I have no 

overalls. But you told me to 

tumbled to it right 



that he would lose 

go and 

After all, you have been living in my shadow like a mouse ever since you were young. Since you want 

to the men beside him, "Hand Gerry over to Captain Zac and tell 

Gerry suddenly understood. 

go to jail for 

You're just 

know what Samuel meant, but Gerry 

Gerry turned pale immediately. 

heart is congenital defective. Actually, you're the same as him, aren't you? Elvis can create countless 

Gerry, so you are not the only one. Since you come to us, it's 

Samuel no longer gave Gerry any chance and had 

Samuel standing in front of him. Lucas stretched arms and 

you, my 

tightly and was very touched. He 

outstanding Lucas, and she also let Samuel 

Chapter 890 Died for Him 

Zac was silent. 

Samuel didn't say anything else. Time slipped by gradually, and they felt constrained. 

Samuel didn't hang up the phone, as if he was waiting for Zac's final decision. 

After about ten minutes, Zac spoke again. 

"Mr. Green, can I do it myself?" 

"Alright." 

Samuel hung up the phone and continued to smoke, but looked depressed. 

After Zac hung up the phone, he was heartbroken. 

Zac looked at the piece of paper he picked up in the hospital over and over again, and his heart ached 

more than he could bear. 

Why was Petty? 

Zac believed that Samuel didn't accidentally drop that piece of paper but directly left it to him to save 

his face. 



Zac parked his car by the side of the road and took a long pull on cigarettes before picking up the phone 

and calling Petty. 

"Where are you?" 

Petty was taken by surprise when she received Zac's call. 

"Have you got a cold? Why is your voice a little hoarse?" 

"I smoked a cigarette." 

Zac didn't hide it from Petty. 

Petty heaved a sigh of relief. 

"Why don't you care about your health? Don't you know what's going on with you? We're gonna have 

children." 

"Children? Do you mean you want to have my babies?" 

A melancholy smile touched Zac's lips. 

"Of course. What are you talking about? We're married. I'm going to have your babies. Are you nuts?" 

Petty was very happy. 

If possible, Zac really wanted Petty to stay like this. 

Zac's eyes lit up, and he swallowed and said, "I remember you liked the seaside best, right?" 

"That's right. What happened to you today?" 

Petty was puzzled. 

Zac took a deep breath and said, "Call someone to fill in. Come to the East Sea. I need to talk to you." 

"What is it? Can't you tell me now?" 

Petty didn't really want to go out. 

"No!" 

hung up 

of paper in 

Petty! 

did Zac know that Petty's surname was 

Elvis’ 

Petty was Samuel's cousin! 

Why was that? 

keep it 



Why? 

the steering wheel 

Zac loved Petty! 

Zac really love her. 

in the orphanage to being selected by Samuel and brought into the Green's, Zac betrayed Samuel for 

Petty and did those 

Petty knew who she was, what her mission was, and how she would use Zac to do 

seemed all coincidental, but Petty's intention was very obvious when 

been Elvis’ source, assigned to 

couldn't tell how he 

knew there was something wrong with Zac, but she still called someone to fill in and drove to the 

a bit windy 

she huddled down in her clothes, feeling a little 

smoking. He had 

and 

are you doing? Do you wish to die 

the cigarette from Zac's hand, threw it at her feet, and 

wrong 

to see that 

child in the orphanage, she knew that Zac was not a crier. No matter how tough it was, Petty had never 

up with 

not allow you to smoke? I'm doing it for your own good. Besides, we're going to 

voice lowered 

as if he wanted to be one with her, 

with you? 

but still couldn't break free 

Zac's heart ached. 

Green, did you really love 

talking about? I'm married to you. Of course I love 



help 

and stared straight at her. His gaze was so 

"What's the matter?" 

just now, but you answered 

words, Petty 

thought you called me Petty. 

lying 

Petty in disappointment, his heart aching 

rather he hadn't asked, but the truth was like a real 

wanting to grab 

what you're talking about. Did someone say something to 

Miss Green. Why did you condescend yourself to be an orphan and grow up with me? I gave you 

whatever you wanted from childhood. I tried to get it for you if 

hand, but he 

Petty froze. 

Zac's tears and the disappointment and sadness in his eyes, she was torn with 

"How did you know?" 


